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Obama dares GOP on justice pick
ANALYSIS » Opposing
centrist Garland creates
election-year dilemma
By JOSH LEDERMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — By nominating an uncontroversial
63-year-old judge, President
Barack Obama handed Republicans an unwelcome election-year proposition: Give in
or risk letting Hillary Clinton or

Donald Trump pick a Supreme
Court justice the GOP might
like even less.
Obama’s selection of appellate judge Merrick Garland
landed with a bang the morning
after primaries in Florida, Ohio
and other key states made clear
that Clinton and Trump will
be their parties’ presidential
candidates, barring extraordinary circumstances. Obama
described Garland as an evenhanded consensus-builder, all
but daring Republicans to block
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him and face uncertain consequences from voters.
Republican leaders dug in on
their insistence that the next
president get to choose the replacement for the late Antonin
Scalia, the influential conservative and high court’s most
provocative member. Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell called it “an issue where we
can’t agree.”
Yet there’s a glaring wildcard
TURN TO JUSTICE » PAGE A8

Garland shares
similarities with
other justices on
high court / A8
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AGRICULTURE » Saying political landscape is ripe, organic farming
proponents revive controversial measure for November ballot

Going after GMO crops

President
Barack Obama
introduces
judge Merrick
Garland as
his Supreme
Court nominee
on Wednesday
in Washington.
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Charges
against
woman
blasted
Lawyers: DA retaliating
with prosecution after
police brutality suit filed
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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SOWING SEEDS: John Cheatwood, left, and Olivia Turnross plant spinach seeds in compost furrows they just formed Wednesday at Singing Frogs Farm in Sebastopol.
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

O

ne of the most contentious political
issues in Sonoma County history is
likely to come before voters again
in November: whether the county should
impose a ban on genetically modified crops
and seeds over consumer health concerns.
Proponents of such a ban delivered to
the Sonoma County Registrar of Voters
on Wednesday 24,039 signatures — nearly
9,500 above what is needed to qualify their
proposed measure for the Nov. 8 ballot.
County officials now are working to vali-

date the signatures.
The step escalates a conflict that has
simmered since 2005, when county voters
rejected a similar measure following a
bruising campaign in which supporters
and opponents spent a combined $850,000,
likely making it most expensive ballot
measure campaign in county history.
Political observers expect a similar
battle over the renewed effort. The issue
is certain to play a role in local political
races this year, notably in the race for the
west county supervisor’s seat. The district
is a hotbed of organic farming and activism for environmental causes. But pow-

erful agricultural and business interests
also hold influence there, groups that in
general resist efforts to impose additional
regulations on crop production.
Proponents say they are advancing a
revised initiative now because they feel
the political landscape has improved their
chances, with greater public awareness
of the debate surrounding GMO foods.
Mendocino, Marin, Trinity, Humboldt and
Santa Cruz counties have enacted similar
bans on GMO crops and seeds.
“It’s constantly in the news,” said Karen
TURN TO GMO » PAGE A2

June’s GOP primary just got relevant
By SEEMA MEHTA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

California Republicans are
about to experience an event
many of them have never seen
— a primary that could determine a presidential nomination.
Because Donald Trump lost
Ohio’s primary on Tuesday
night, ceding the state’s 66 delegates to its governor, John

Kasich, the race to claim the
1,237 delegates needed to clinch
the nomination seems unlikely
to be settled before California
votes on June 7.
Barring another big shift in the
race, such as a decision by one of
the three remaining candidates to
drop out, the contest for California will be critical to the outcome.
How important is it?
So important that Kasich gave

the state — home to one of every
eight Americans — a shout-out
in his nationally televised victory speech Tuesday night.
“I’m getting ready to rent a
covered wagon, we’re going to
have a big sail and have the wind
blow us to the Rocky Mountains
and over the mountains to California,” Kasich told cheering
supporters outside of Cleveland.
California’s 172 delegates —

14 percent of the 1,237 required
to win the nomination — will be
chosen on the last big day of the
presidential calendar, which also
features voting by New Jersey
and a smattering of other states.
California has moved up its primary day in past cycles in order
to boost its importance, but now
appears ready to seize that role
TURN TO PRIMARY » PAGE A2

A Petaluma woman who was
charged with resisting arrest one
day after she filed a police brutality lawsuit is accusing the Sonoma County District Attorney’s
Office of vindictive prosecution.
Lawyers for Gabbi Lemos, 18,
on Wednesday accused prosecutors of trying to derail her federal claim that Sonoma County Sheriff’s Deputy Marcus
Holton threw her on a driveway
and smashed her face into the
ground during her June arrest
outside her family home.
She alleges prosecutors reviewed all the evidence submitted over a monthlong period,
including officer videos, and
rejected the case for filing on
Sept. 11. But the decision was
reversed Nov. 13 when a different prosecutor was assigned
and announced Lemos would be
charged with the misdemeanor
offense.
The switch happened a day
after Lemos filed her brutality
suit in U.S. District Court in San
Francisco.
District Attorney Jill Ravitch
called the timing coincidental,
saying her office’s decision to
charge Lemos was based on evidence.
TURN TO PETALUMA » PAGE A2
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